
CHANGE HABITS OF A
LIFETIME

LEARN TO

SELF
HYPNOSIS

 



Consciousness- According to Freud this is the top of the shallowest part of
the mind and is responsible for making sense of the things we are directly
aware of such as stress levels.
The subconscious mind is below the conscious, at a deeper level and is
therefore not so easy to access and controls how we feel or react to
different scenarios in our lives based on our learned experiences. It also
controls and regulates bodily functions such as breathing.
The unconscious mind is the deepest part of our mind and is much more
difficult to reach. It holds all our memories of a lifetime. It can also
suppress memories of traumatic events

Hypnosis is a safe process and a valuable tool which enables change at the
subconscious level. Today hypnosis is used and accepted by conventional
medicine to treat a lot of issues such as stress, insomnia, fears and phobias,
addictions such as smoking and weight loss. The list goes on.

How Hypnotherapy Works
 
Based on the work of Sigmund Freud – the human mind can be split into three
levels
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Hypnosis works by reaching a relaxed state where we can communicate
deeper into our minds and change habits of a lifetime. It is almost like a
“reprogramming” of our subconscious mind: Through the power of self-
hypnosis an individual can bypass their conscious mind and implant positive
thoughts and ideas into their unconscious mind, which can then turn into
learned behaviours.

For self-hypnosis to work you must have an open mind. You must also think of
the reasons why you are going to use self-hypnosis and what messages you
want to give yourself and what your objectives are.  When you work on the
suggestions that you are going to use when in your hypnotic state, they need
to be honest, simple, and positive

To relieve stress, you might say something like- "I am relaxed at work".
To help with an addictive habit you could say- “I am now a non-smoker” or “I
now make healthy choices”
Maybe you have a fear of public speaking- “I am now a confident speaker”

These are messages to your own subconscious mind to use and focus on
specific actions. Always prepare your affirmations in the present tense.
Concentrate on one or two specific statements and commit and focus on them
in your mind to help memorize them.
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Wear comfortable clothing and find a quiet comfortable place free of
distractions where you will not be disturbed. Make sure you have all mobile
devices turned off.  Find a comfortable chair to sit in or you can choose to lie
down on a couch or bed. You may also prefer to have some  peaceful. relaxing
music playing in the background

1.Concentrate on your breathing inhale and exhale.  Visualize inhaling a bright
healing light and exhaling a dark cloud containing all the stress and tension in
your body.  With each breath imagine that you are becoming deeper and
deeper relaxed. 

2.Find an object that you can focus your vision and attention on – ideally this
object will involve you looking slightly upwards on the wall or ceiling in front
of you.

3.Clear your mind of all thoughts and just focus on your object. This can be
quite hard to achieve but take your time to let thoughts leave you.

4.Become aware of your eyes, think about your eyelids becoming heavier and
heavier, then slowly closing. Focus on your breathing as your eyes close,
breathe deeply and evenly.
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5. Tell yourself that you will relax more each time you exhale. Slow down your
breathing and let yourself relax deeper and deeper with each breath.

6. Use your mind’s eye to visualise a gentle up and down or sideways
movement of an object.  Perhaps the hand of a metronome or a pendulum 
 anything that has a regular, slow and steady swing.  Watch the item sway
backwards and forwards or up and down in your mind’s eye.

7. Softly, slowly, and monotonously count down from ten in your head saying I
am relaxing after each number. '10 I am relaxing '9 I am relaxing more, '8  I am
relaxing deeper and deeper '7 Relaxing more and more '6 and so on until you
have reached 1 and are totally in a relaxed state "I am now totally relaxed." 
 Believe and remind yourself that when you have counted down you will have
reached your hypnotic state.

8.  It is now time to use your positive statements or Affirmations. When
focusing on each statement, visualize it in your minds eye, repeat it in your
thoughts staying relaxed and focused.  Say it with passion and emotional
energy.   See it, feel it,  in your minds eye as though you have already achieved
it.

9.  When you are ready to come out of hypnosis- relax and clear your mind
once more bringing yourself out of your hypnotic state.

10.  Slowly but increasingly using energy count from 1 to 10 reversing the
process you used when you counted down into your hypnotic state.  Using
positive messages between each number as you count up, such as 1'I feel
wonderful 2' Every day I am achieving my goals '3 everyday I am more positive
and so on.  When you have reached '10  you might say something like I am
awake and fully alert and back in the room. 

Well Done!  You have now achieved Self Hypnosis.  The more you repeat this
process  the easier and more effective it will be.
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